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ON DROPOUT COMPENSATION OF PCM SYSTEMS

- COMPUTER SIMULATIONS METHOD AND A NEW ERROR

CORRECTING CODE ( CROSS WORD CODE )
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* Audio Technology Center, SONY Corp.,

1-7-4 Konan Minato-ku Tokyo ,108 JAPAN

ABSTRACT

Several me%hods are evaluated for error compensation

of dropout on digital audio recorder by means of

computer simulation.

For a consumer use system, the effect of several

interpolation methods is discussed.

As for a professional use system, several error

correcting methods used code theory are compared, i.e,

Iwadare code, b-Adjacent code, Double writing method,

CRC code, their combination, and newly developed Cross
word code.
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INTRODUCTION

Dropout compensation method is one of the most important point
in the development of digital audio recorders [1].

In this paper, we first study the numerical evaluation method

which simulates human detectability of noise caused by dropout

compensation by interpolation method.

This study aims to evaluate a simple digital audio tape recorder,

the redundancy of which is not sufficient for error correction

[2]. The same case must be considerd when errors exceed the

ability of error correcting codes.

As for higher system with sufficient redundancy bits, We compared

several error correction methods by means of computer simulation

[3],[4].

Those are;

[A] Iwadare code provided with maximum error correcting

probability.

[B] Iwadare code combined with interleaving.

lC] Dual writing method combined with CRC code.

[D] b-Adjacent code combined with CRC code and interleaving
[5].

[E] Cross word code [6].

The outline of computer simulations are summarized in Fig.1.

Gilbert model is adopted as statistical model of dropouts, and

the systems [A] to [E] are simulated by numerical analysis or
Monte-cairo method, based on this model [7],[8].

STATISTICAL MODEL OF DROPOUT

Dropouts are caused by scratchs and dusts on the surface of

magnetic tape.

Gilbert model shown in Fig.2(a) is well known as statistical

burst error model, and fits with mesured dropout data of magnetic

tapes as shown in Fig.2(b).

In Fig.2(a) the first order transition probability matrix

and the invariant probability vector _ are,

[P" P'_ P'_I

R = lpg, p_ P_¿ (1)
[ P,, P3_ P_J

where _,=p_, , p,_=p_ , _=p_ ,
hp,_=p._(1-h) , h_=p_3(1-h] , hp_l=p_(1-h) ,
and ordinary h=0.5.

T=[t, ti t_ ] (2)

where p_ ; transition probability event i to j,

ti ; invariant probability of event i.

Burst errors of i bits are expected to occure Np(i) times in
one hour.

Np(i)=N.Pr(i) _-i (3)

Pr(i)=t.(pix+p,_)(_ +p_ ) p_ (4)
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wher N denotes the number of bits equivalent for one hour.

Parameters of _ (eq.4) are decided by least square error method

from mesured data [9],[10].

Fig.3 (a) and (b)_ show parameters of Gilbert model, which are

used in the simulation of two systems, lower redundancy one for

the evaluation of. interpolation method and higher redundancy

one for error correct%ng,respectively.

EVALUATION OF DROPOUT COMPENSATION BY INTERPOLATION METHOD

In this section, we derive the combination method of CRC code

and the interpolation _ethod for a simple PCM system with low
redundancy bits. Fig.4_-shows a construction of CRC code.

On Fig.4 the error detection probability Pc is given by

Pc=i - 2_'_ (5)

where n and k denote the block length and the information bit

length, respectively.

If the number of redundancy bits are constant in one block,

the increase of the block length n makes the reduction of the

number of detecting miss of errors as well as error blocks.

At contrary, that also makes the ratio of renouncing bits and

error bits, which cause a drop of sound quality as shown in Fig.4(b).

We now consider several interpolation methods.

In Fig.5(a), a sinusoidal wave is considerd. The ith sample

value g_ from the_point of phase _ is given by

g_=q_sin (wt£)=sin (wiT_+_) (6)

Assuming that burst errors have been dispersed by word inter-

leaving, interpolated values _ of each method at same point
are as follows.

[a] Muting method.
^8
g_=0 (7)

[bi Previous word hold method.

g%=g%-i (8)
[c] Linear interpolation method.

_ =a_,g_,_a,g_, (9)
where a-,=a,=l/2

[d] The 3'rd order polynomial interpolation method.
_0_ _ _ _ 0
g_-a-_g_a-,g_,+a,_,l+a_g_,_ (10)

where a.3=a_=-l/16 , a_,=a,=9/16.
[e] The 5'th older polynomial interpolation method.

+a,g_,+a_g_a _g_,5 (11)

where a-_=a 5=3/256, a-3=a3=-25/256, a-,=a,=150/256

The error noise power P defined is considered to have a pretty

well relationship to human detectability of interpolation noise.
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The power PS is defined as impulse responce of ideal low pass

filter, when error value of (g_-g_) is impressed on the filter
as shown in Fig.5(b).

PS - _ -^0_ -- _,=-_ __

Assuming that the burst error exists successive j words from
phasee , the total power ff_ is

P_ (13)_0

The probability of the starting point of burst errors is constant
between 0_2% . Hence, the mean value of total power error

_ of j-word burst error is given by

It is assumed that the number of error word caused by N bit
error is 5etween n to m,and that the probability of occuring

j-word error is q_.
Finally, the error noise power P is defined.

Further more, for convenience, we define the error noise power
rate L:

h = 10log,0 _ =lOlog/0(2fP) (16)

Fig.6 shows an example of the interleaving.
In this case, when the burst error occures over 46 words(596
bits), compensation with interpolation method [b]_,o[e] is
impossible.
The number of times M of occuring that case for one hour is given
by

M = N(1-_t,(p,_+p,s)(_+_,) 5,) (17)
L=l

Substituting the parameter shown in Fig.3(a) into the above
expression, we obtain M=9.29x10-1Stimes/hour which is small
enough forCOnsumer use PCM systems.
Fig-7 shows the caliculated value of eq.16 versus the signal
frequency.
Higher order interpolation method is effective below 10KHz
greatly but slightly higher frequency.

EVALUATION OF COMPENSATION METHOD FOR
HIGH REDUNDANCY PCM SYSTEM

For high redundancy PCM system,we can use the error correcting
code.
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In this section, we evaluate several error%correcting method,
ie., [A] Iwadare code provided with the ma_mum error collecting

probability, [B] Iwadare code combined with interleaving, [C]

Dual writing method with CRC code, [D] b-Adjacent code combined
with CRC code and interleaving, and lB] Newly d_Feloped cross
word code.

The model parameter shown in Fig.3 is employed throughout these
evaluations.

[A] Iwadare code provided with the maxmum error correcting

probanility.

We fi_sfiunder_ake_the evaluation of basic_Iwadare code, which

is well known as a convolutional burst error correcting code.

Fig.8 shows the typical construction of this code. In Fig.8

the transmission rate R _nd the guard space g are respectively
given

R= (_--1)/_ (18)

g=(2b-1)_+(b-2)b (b+l)+ (b-l) (19)2

where b denotes the block length and _ denotes the correctable

length of burst error.

As for next two cases, Iwadare code can not correct the burst
error.

-1- During the guard space g, another burst error occures.

-2- The burst error over the correctable length _ occures.

Assuming the probability of -1- is Pg and that of -2- is Pl.

These are derived from eq.3 as follows,

Pg= _j_(t_+t_)p_, (B_+p,_) (20)

_:_t (p_+P_)(p_p_I__ (21)

Accordingly, the number of times K of miss-correcting for one
hour is given by

K=N(Pg+P_) (22)

where N denotes the total bits for one hour.

Substituting the parameter shown in Fig3(b) and N=2 into eq.22,

we can obtain the optimum value of g that minimize the miss-

correcting as shown in Fig.9.

Table-1 shows the result of above discussions.

[B] Iwadare code combined with interleaving.

We next study the combination method of bit interleaving and
Iwadare code with shorter correctable length_ .

The bit interleaver to be used with above Iwadare code must

disperse a long burst error into many short burst errors.
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Fig.10 summarizes the construction of bit interleaver.

In Fig.10 parameters (n_, nj) should be selected more carefully,

because if a long burst error disperses into random error, Iwadare

code is not effective to use. Therefore, parameters of interleaver

for Iwadare code are recommended to satisfy the following equation.

n, = nz_- 1 (23)

where _ denotes the integer 2,3,4 ....

Table-2 shows a example of above discussion.

As for this compensation method, the numerical example of execution

putting (n_ ,nl) = (20, 159) and R = 1/2, _ = 4 is shown in
Table-3.

[C] Dual writing method combined with CRC code.

In this section, we evaluated the combination method of Dual

writing and CRC code. Dual writing method has the simple construction,

but is effective enough for error correcting.

Fig.il(a) summarizes the code construction used at this example.
Information bits of sub-block B consist of higher 12 bits of sub-

block A, and moreover 4 bit CRC check bits are added to both of

sub-blocks. And sub-block B is located 18 blocks (1152 bits) later

than sub-block A on tapes as shown in Fig.il(b).

Accordingly, a burst error within 1152 bits will not destroy

corresponding sub-blocks A and B. The erronous block is corrected

or interpolated by the decode algorithm as shown in Fig.il(c).

In Fig.il(c), lower 4 bits are always used without any check.

Nevertheless, effect on the play back sound is considered to be

little, even if errors exist in that 4 bits.
Table-4 shows a result of evaluation on this method.

[DJ b-Adjacent code combined with CRC code and the interleaving.

It is known that b-Adjacent code corrects not only single-bit

error but also single clusters of b-Adjacent-bit error.

An application of b-Adjacent code to PCM system is shown below.

A block construction of this example is shown in Fig.12(a).

Check bits _ = t(A B C D E) is decided so as to satisfy following

equations.

_, + T_, + _Sa + _$_ + T_S_ = 0 (24)

r0000i_

where St = t(b4 b8 b12 b20) I'100001Bz = %(b3 b7 bll b19) T =
S_ = t(b2 b6 bl0 b18) _ [01001/
B_ = t(bl b5 b9 b13) k00010_

The burst error within 6300 bits is dispersed to one track error

of a block by the interleaver shown in Fig.12(b).
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The algorithm of error correcting or inverpolating is summarized

in Fig.12(c). In Fig.12(c), assuming th track error pattern

el = (eD e_l e_ e_ ei_ )_ we obtain syndrome S,, $z:

$, = _te_ (25)
£-0

_% 9 t
Sa = re0 + T_e, + T e; + _ e, + __te_ (26)

Table-5 shows a result of computer simulation.

[E] Cross word code

An efficient error correction code called "Cross word code" has

been proposed.

This code has many features in comparison with conventional ones.

-1- Strong error correcting ability

-2- Strong detections and minimum word renouncement when errors

exceed its correctability.

-3- Effective for both burst and random errors.

In this section, we evaluated using the simplest decode algorithm.

Cross word code consists merely of information _it and those

horizontal and vertical parity bits as shown in Fig.13(a).

And, the burst error is dispersed to one track error by interleaver

as shown in Fig.13(b), and is compensated by the flow diagram

shown in Fig.13(c).

Table-6 shows the result of this evaluation.

CONCLUSIONS

As for the simple system with low redundancy bits, we proposed

a numerical evaluation method of interpolation noise. One of the

results is that higher order interpolation method is effective

but only below 10KHz.

We evaluated several error correcting methods for high redundancy

PCM systems. Each System was proved to have a sufficient dropout

compensation ability, but slight differences in characteristics

exist as shown in Table-l,3,4,5 and 6.

Methods of [C], ID] and [E] have been already applied to the

practical systems.
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OPTIMUM VALUE OF 'b' 1578

THE NUMBER OF TIMES OF

MISS-CORRECTING FOR 0.36

ONE HOUR

ERROR CORRECTING

PROBABILITY 99.95%

TABLE-1. THE RESULT OF COMPUTER SIMULATION

ABOUT ERROR CORRECTING CODE (A).

? I THE NUMBER OF TIMES

n2 nl _ OF MISS CORRECTING

20 119 t 0

TYPE I ....

m f 1ss
TYPE 25 I

f2 14 191 I 77
m

TYPE SATISFIES EQUATION-23.

USED IWADARK CODE R=l/2,L=4
PSEDO-DROPOUT PATTERN 160000 BITS

TABLE-2. SELECTION OF PARAMETER (n2,nl).

THE NUMBER OF TIMES OF I

14
MISS-CORRECTING FOR iO_%_E HOUR

................................ i...............

ERROR CORRECTING !

PROBABILITY I 98.16%

TABLE-3. THE RESULT OF COMPUTER SIMULATION

ABOUT ERROR CORRECTING METHOD (B).



j NOERROR ]_or 1
I IN I 50

L i ' --
COMPARISON R,L,R °,L" 'i'NOERRORb IN

I r Or
i

j OK I 150 / 100
15o L

I ERROR
I X

IN R,L,R',L' 0
i

ERROR A:NG
BLOCK 5

B :NG

4382

A:OK
B:OK 244

I R,I,
A:OK i 1966

COMPARISOBNG B:NG ,[ERRUf,_- ]]W.........

4232 ERROR R,I, X
XDETECTING

BY crc ............. _5_-f_- "i-N----
4232 R' ,I,'

! 201 9

B:OK

t R ,L' ×
............................................... I i

IN CASE 0F 'X ,
THE QUALITY OF SOUND IS DROPPED.

TABLE-4. THE RESULT OF COMPUTER SIMULATION
ABOUT ERROR CORRECTION METHOD (C).



' -' IB_PERPOI,ATION

! (BY b-Adjacent CODE)
F
2 TRACKS ' 95

ERROR INTERPOLATION

; (BI( CRC CODE)
' 1-06, 10

THE
N-UMBER -OF M ISS,-DETECT_NG

ERROR : (BY CRC CODE)

BLOCKS 1

(FOR oNE ERROR
HOUR )

IN Zl _ Z5 1 9560
1 TRACK

23062 ERROR E--i_RoR........................

22956 IN _ 3396

MOREOVER $=0

ERROR

IN Z6 0

M?EOVER%??..............

TABLE-5. THE RESULT OF COMPUTER SIMULATION
ABOUT ERROR CORRECTION METHOD (D).

__ . ·[.......... [...............................

{1 TRACK ' _A' TRACK ERROR-_879
THE ERROR [ ............

[

NUMBER-O_]- t' 'B' TRACK ERROR 849ERROR [
BLOCKSi f 2586 .................

'C' TRACK ERROR 858
(FOR ONE[

HOUR ) [2-TPR/_.C-K-S......... 0 '
2586 i ERROR

.......... ]........................................

TABLE-6. Tile RESULT OP COMPUTER SIMULATION
ABOUT ERROR CORRECTION METHOD (E).
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I

J 22 O ·'RIGHT

EVENT C DATA

P1] E1 0

E2 X

J 3 E3 0

CHANNEL O [ CHANNEL X

Fig.2(a) GILBERT MODEL.

1000

S(ko) TOTAL OF BIT=50X 108

c0_ I USED PARAMETER 1
100

_ _k ' X:MEASURED-'
0 X xx --:COMPUTED

\

\E-'

0.1

1. 2 3

BURST LENGTH (X 15 0bits )

Fig. 2(b) THE DISTRIBUTION
OF DROPOUT.
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(a) Parameter 1 / (b) Parameter 2

[ value ,[ valu_
· Pll _0.999999377 Pl'l [ 0.9999999221

_ 16_-66o_Ji_ P12 _ 0.0000000390 -

- v_-5' j.oW-6o-6Ydo_i-f Pi3 {0.0000000390
P-_ 10.0_ [ - P21 t 0.00629

_-_ o-l_{_:
P23 _-49685S

Fig.3 PARAMETERS.

,-.. BLOCK LENGTh{ (n BITS) .__

INFORMATION BIT [k BITS) __ INSPECTION _B_IT

1 WORD 1 WORD 1 WORD

1 BLOCK

Fig.4(a) THE CONSTRUCTION
OF CRC CODE.
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s_Cr_ , ? _g ..__;,3_.k/___
// I' (LINEAR IN'PERPOLAT[ON) "_ A_ _;_f_{st)·'[ _ t EXAMPI,E OF INTERPOI,ATFON

/J

IMPULSE [

,'_!i /I ' RESPONCE:'t
/ l; i II _1 ,_ ,,

Fig. S(b) EXPLANATION OF

ERROR NOISE POWER

PHASE 6P i_.th WORD FROM PHASE
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//_ X : ERROR

/
g(t) / Ikg(t)=sin(_0 t )

...................... >' t
t_ t2 2 t_ _ ti ti+t t2*z X

_t_ = iTst 6'
r_ = j / js j: SIGNAL FREQUENCY.

= co%o

6o = 2x._ _s: SAMPLING FREQUENCY

Fig.5(a) TIlE EFFECT OF INTERLEAVER.



92 word

IN_R_VE [___.. DE-INT)RLEAVE

[ -- "92 W0_ ' l

Fig.6 THE CONSTRUCTION OF

WORD INTERLEAVER.



(a) Muting

(b) Previous w@rd hord

{c) Linear inte_olation

(d) The 3'rd order polyn_ial inte_olati_

(e)._e 5'th order.pol_ial lnte_olation.

']

....o,,./ // ....

_' ._ '>
_ --50 '

_ d
-100

'_50 ,, ,

] ,, ,

100 '200 500 : lk' 2k 5_!_ . IOR 20_

FREQU_Y (HZ)

Fig.7 THE _ERICAL EV_UATION
OF INTERPOLATION N_ISE.



BLOCK LENGTH b BIT

INFORMATION

BIT b-1 BITS.

Fig.8 THE CONSTRUCTION
OF IWADARE CODE.

SHIFT REG]]STER

n2- t

--_o d/_ O-
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_____ 1 O

,

O _--_INTERLEAVE
C :DE-INTERLEAVE

Fig.10 THE CONSTRUCTION OF
BIT INTERLEAVER.
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1 BLOCK (64BITS)

SUB-BLOCK A SUB-BLOCK B
.u

(36BITS) . / (28BITS)

L!2BITS__ALTS_.!.? ..,ISIZa,4 tl2BITSr I1.2BIT' I 4--
CH_NE_HANNEL !BIT_ _R / L - IBI_'

(a) THE CODE CONSTRUCTION.

SUB

_L f B_CK B __ h'_!/ B_2*I A2_/ B2*_3_B2,_ A_

AY PLAY]BACK

(b) DELAY ALGORITHM.

YE iA_CA ERROR
B-CB DETECTION

NO BY CRC CODE

_, r,L,_ E R, r,L, 1)

(c) DECODE ALGORITHM.

Fig. Il DUAL HRITING METHOD COMBINED

_ffITH CRC CODE.



Be. U33 B_ lB., E3o

1 b2 b3 b4 A Z¢ _TtLACK 1 (1) bl-bl6.
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I b - J ....................... %---- Z¢ cHECK BIT OF CRC.
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---_-___:__¢_,%__ _ol:-I b-._a_e__o_.Z_ ....TRACK 5 (4) BIT A-E:

VERTICAL PARITY.

e d b a ZC--TRACK 6e _j___lc L_ 1
· 1 BLOCK (30BITS)

(a) THE 'CODE CONSTRUCTION.

PERIOD OF INTERLEAVING (6300BITS)

-BLOCK 1 _ BLOCK 2 --1 BLOCK 20_j BLOCK 2[

J

_.2L0" . , 21D_TRA_ k-- 210XRAC_E } 21 0'PR.aC K /

_ 2] O_t%TRACK ___

(b) THE CONSTRUCTION OF INTERLEAVER.

$Z,.,=S¢ B4 EI_ _2 B, Bo

il!=i-,,-t° $:':_'fk<,,,- _'"' ...... _- e,, ] O.o .[Z o

[ then e] se i f i=4 / e , _ j Z B

CORRECP i8th then eis_ _ .... e _. iZ:

iff CRCOK

then else_INTERPOLATION , e _ ]_

(c) DECODE ALGORTf_.

Fig.12 b-Adjacer_t CODE COMBINED b:ITH CRC CODE
AND INTERLEAVING.
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(a) THE CODE CONSTRUCTION.
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INTER?AV_ __ DE INTERLEAVE

I 35TRAC K / 35TRAC K J 35TRACK 1
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Fig.13 CROSS WORD CODE.


